
Island of Hoy Development Trust Meeting Minutes 
  

           BOARD 
MEETING             

20TH FEBRUARY 
2013 8PM NORTH WALLS  

COMMUNITY ROOM 
  

   
Meeting Called By Carol Lock 

Minute Secretary Liz Davidson 

Type Of Meeting Monthly Board 
List Of  Board 
Members 

Max Collop, Teresa Bird, Pat Newell, Carol Lock, Deborah Jaques, Ian 
Davidson, Matthew Budge 

NON BOARD  Jayne, Liz Davidson 

APOLOGIES John Hardcastle, Keith Dobney, Terry Thomson, Brian Clegg, Lindsay 
Hall 

   
Topics   

1 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

BOARD MEETING 
The Minutes were proposed as correct by Matt, seconded by Debs and signed 
by Carol. 
 

    

2 MATTERS ARISING CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion No matters were arising. 

 
   Topics   

   
3 ACTION ITEMS ALL   

 

Sheltered Housing 
The costs for the majority of the different options had been obtained. 
The sub group had their meeting on 12th Feb. 
BLF/Leader/Affordable Warmth 
Carol had taken advice on the data protection act which was to take out any 
identities or addresses.  It was also agreed that old emails would not be 
posted now that the mandate is in place. 
The job spec had been prepared for the Grants & Projects Officer and sent to 
Mark Hull for his appraisal. 
Arctic Convoy 
The stone had been sourced. 
Heritage 
The funding application had been submitted. 
Newsletter 
The summary mandate had been sent to all directors and included in the 
Blether. 
Copies of the Blether were put to the Hoy Kirk & Surgery. 
Correspondence 
The membership of Development Trust Association Scotland had been 
renewed. 



AOB 
The survey company had been contacted with regard to the missing surveys. 
Information on the leadership course had been sent to directors. 
 
All other points were ongoing. 
 

     

4 SHELTERED HOUSING TERESA   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

The sub group had met on the 12th Feb and discussed further the available 
options.  They considered that the three main options available were; 

1) Respite Care; 
2) Homecare;  
3) Sheltered Housing. 

They felt that the option of full residential care would have too high a cost 
burden and as such did not pursue this. 
It was suggested by other members of the board that the full residential care 
should still be put forward as an option to the community and be evaluated so 
that if it is too costly the community can see why it is not feasible.  Teresa 
said that she would take this back to the sub group.  Max pointed out that the 
benefit to the community is the geography not the financial circumstance that 
would be a benefit to the community as the cost of care would still be there. 
Teresa said that she had tried to find out the cost of homecare on Hoy and 
Walls but was told that the figures were only available for the whole of 
Orkney, however she has another contact to pursue on this point. 
Teresa informed the board that Lindsay has taken the role of Chair of the 
sub-group and that Sue Hollands has also now joined.  Teresa, Jayne and 
Lindsay will put together a document for the board on the different options 
available. 
Carol asked if the sub-groups were taking minutes of their meetings to which 
Teresa replied that they were. 
Teresa also informed the board that it had been suggested that a member of 
the community council should be involved, Carol said that any member that 
wanted to attend was very welcome but at this stage it is purely a feasibility 
study. 
 

 

Conclusions The above points to be taken back to the Sub-group for further updates. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Cost the option of full residential Care Lindsay/Teresa/Jayne  
Prepare a document on the different 
options for the board. Lindsay/Teresa/Jayne  

     

5 ARCTIC CONVOY MEMORIAL CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Max informed the meeting that he had looked at the stone at Wee Fea and 
that Terry had spoken to Eddie about it and there is enough there to meet the 
requirement.  The moving of it is still to be organized.  Max asked if there 
was enough money in the budget to enable him to talk to Andy McLaren so 
that he can get on with the job.  Liz said she would email Max the budget 
figures for the project, but it was felt by all that the moving of the stone 



needed to happen so Carol proposed that they go ahead with this, Teresa 
seconded it and it was unanimous. 
Carol informed the board of the breakdown of the budget over the various 
areas and said that some items may cost less and possibly some cost more 
than the budget but overall it should remain within.  Jayne pointed out that it 
may require approval by the funder to move budgeted items around. 

 

 

Conclusions It was decided to go ahead with moving the stone. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Liz to send Max budget  Liz ASAP 
Max to organize Andy to move the 
stone Max ASAP 

   

     

6 HERITAGE CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol advised the board that she is waiting for Keith to get a response 
regarding changing the start date before she signs the form.  Debs stated 
that Keith had asked for Community Council backing for the project, Jayne 
replied that the Community Council are in favour and an email should be 
coming out confirming this. 

 

Conclusions  

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 
Carol to sign form once the response is 
back to Keiths query Carol  

     

7 BLF / LEADER / AFFORDABLE 
WARMTH CAROL / DEBS   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol reported that the building warrants are now in for both the YM and the 
garage and that the Tenders are out. 
Ian asked if there had been any responses to the Tenders, Carol said that 
Orkney Builders, Graham Brough and Kevin Kirkpatrick had shown interest 
and that all should be in during early March. 
Ian asked if it was required that the cheapest quote was accepted, Carol and 
Max explained that although the financials have an impact on decision that it 
was equally important that the timescales for completion were within the 
requirements.  Allan Reid will make recommendations on the tenders and 
then discuss them with the sub-group. 
Matt asked if the tenders were for the complete job, Carol said yes they were 
but that whoever is successful can sub-contract but they remain responsible 
for the whole. 
It was agreed to discuss this process with John Hardcastle when he returns to 
see how best to progress.  



 

Conclusions To await the return of the tenders and Allan Reids recommendations in 
conjunction with discussion with John Hardcastle. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

8 ACCOUNTS LIZ   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Liz informed the board that all but two of the donations for the rowing boat 
had been returned to individuals and the gift aid paid back to HMRC. 
William Lancaster had asked that the two donations not repaid at this point to 
be repaid once the rowing boat kit is sold; William had indicated that he had 
someone that may be interested.  The donors were William Lancaster and The 
Hoy Trust which together the total of the donations was equal to the cost of 
the kit.   
Liz also reported that invoices had been sent to David Knight for the capital 
elements of the buses and the YM to date and that he will process these once 
he receives the change of main contact form, the change of signatories form 
and the capital expenditure claim form.  Carol asked the board if they were in 
favour of Liz being the main contact and for BLF and if they were also in 
favour of Liz & Debs being the signatories for submitting grant claims.  The 
board were in favour and were unanimous in both of these.  The change of 
contact and signatories form required a signature from one of the directors 
who signed the original grant acceptance letter.  Liz asked Max to do this 
which he duly did. 
 

 

Conclusions  

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Send forms to David Knight Liz ASAP 
Pay back the rest of the donations once 
the rowing boat kit is sold Liz  

     

9 NEWSLETTER DEBS   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

The newsletter was complete and Debs had brought along copies to the 
meeting for Terry for the North End, in Terrys absence Jayne offered to take 
them to him. 
Jayne said that James Stockan had commented on how good the newsletter 
was. 

 

Conclusions  

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Take copies to Terry Jayne ASAP 



   
 

CAROL 
REQUESTED 
THAT ITEM 10 ON 
THE AGENDA BE 
COMBINED WITH 
ITEM 12 AS THEY 
LINKED WITH 
EACH OTHER. 

   

 

      

     

11 WIND TURBINE MAX   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Brian had circulated the turbine report ahead of the meeting.  Max added to 
this that reported wind levels were down so the financial benefit will also be 
down this year unless there is a lot more wind to come. 
There was 5 hours downtime on Wednesday which was curtailment – the grid 
contract allows them to switch it on and off.  HEL will monitor this and are 
putting in an additional communications link to back up the BT system. 
The projections for the year regarding the available funds from the turbine 
will be available in March/April. 

 

Conclusions  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   
 
 

10 & 12 COMMUNITY FUND & PQASSO ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

With regard to PQASSO Carol informed the board that Liz, Ian, Jayne and 
herself had attended a training session with Edwina Lloyd.  Previously there 
had been a “health check” carried out which found the system to be ok, but 
that there was further work to be done. 
Carol stated that although the people that attended the training session are 
the PQASSO group, all directors are responsible for the system. 
 
With regard to the community fund, the Community Council had been asked if 
a member would join the community fund committee and they had requested 
sight of policies and procedures before they would commit. 
Carol had sent out the documents relating to the administration of the 
community fund ahead of the meeting and asked that all directors read these 
ahead of the meeting, she then asked for any comments relating to these. 
Ian and Debs pointed out that there was a discrepancy in the grant rate 
between two of the documents and suggested that the grant rates needed to 
be agreed by the board.   
It was agreed by the board that; 
Small grants would be up to £2,000; 
Medium grants would be £2,000 to £10,000; and 
Large grants would be over £10,000. 
Ian suggested that references to business grants should be removed at this 
stage as it is as yet unclear as to whether this is wholly permissible. 
It was agreed that this would be done at this stage so that more information 



can be sought. 
Max commented that he was concerned about the complexity of the 
paperwork destined to be sent out to members of the community to claim 
grants, and asked if it would be possible to have three different packs 
associated with the three different grant levels.   
Carol explained that this will happen automatically when they are sent out to 
people, but that internally the procedure needs cross reference between these 
to avoid having to change all documents in the three packs just because one 
item changes. 
Jayne added that the policy and procedure documents were for internal use 
only within the Trust.   
Carol asked for the boards permission to send the policy and procedure 
documents to the Community Council – this was put to a vote which was 
unanimous. 
Debs asked if there was an easy way to identify the documents as it was 
confusing when they were all received via email.  Carol explained that they do 
have their own identifier – i.e. Policy documents have the ref “POL” as part of 
their file name. 
  

 

Conclusions It was agreed to send the policy and procedure documents to the Community 
Council. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 
Send policy and procedure documents to 
the Community Council Jayne ASAP 

Amend the grant rates and remove 
business from the documents Carol  

    

13 CORRESPONDENCE ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

1) Debs had correspondence from Sandra Atherton at Old Hall suggesting 
that it would be good to have walking trails / nature paths on the 
island with information boards and also wheelchair accessible walks.  
Debs asked the board if it was ok to pass it onto the Community 
Council and any other relevant bodies such as the Hoy Trust, and 
inform Sandra of this, suggesting that she might like to set up a sub 
group to discuss this and also to talk to Jayne about any potential 
funding.  Debs also asked where correspondence was filed, Jayne said 
that currently it was filed with the minutes, Liz said that she would set 
up a new folder in dropbox for correspondence. 

 
2) The Community Council had forwarded a letter to the Trust from Pattie 

Johnston regarding the water taxi service.  He pointed out that if this 
went ahead it may well have an impact on the current ferry service – 
i.e. reduced service provided by Orkney Ferries. 

    

Summary Of 
Discussion  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Pass Sandras correspondence onto Debs  



relevant bodies and contact Sandra 
regarding this. 
Set up a folder in dropbox for 
correspondence Liz ASAP 

 

     

14 AOB ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

1) There was a broad discussion regarding possible energy 
alternatives that may provide further funds.  Carol said that she 
had come across “Pay as you earn” solar panels and wondered if 
this would fit into affordable warmth.  Ian said that the Scottish 
Wildlife Trust use their energy sources on Eigg purely to service the 
community, not to feed back to the grid and wondered if there was 
any mileage in this.  Debs commented on the smart grid initiative 
where a large battery stores the energy and there is a meter in 
each persons house, Max said that this type of system is very 
expensive for not a lot of energy.  Matt commented on the system 
that the Council use where they get the FITs and the households 
get the power, and Max said that there may be possibilities in using 
the turbine for island energy usage.  It was suggested that Debs 
put these ideas to Brian to see if he thought there were any 
possibilities in them. 

 
2) Carol advised the board that Pat was resigning as Treasurer, 

however still remaining a director.  Carol explained to the board 
that they can vote directors on as full directors within the articles 
and she proposed to the board that Ian be a full director and take 
up the role of Treasurer.  A vote was taken and it was unanimous 
that Ian would come on to the board as full director and take the 
Treasurers position.  Ian stated to the board that for as long as Liz 
is the AFO that; a) The Treasurer would not be the AFO’s line 
manager, and b) that he will not as Treasurer be a signatory to the 
bank accounts; so that any potential conflict of interest is avoided. 

 
3) Teresa asked whether the board were pursuing lodging an interest 

in “Norking”.  Jayne advised that the cost of a letter of interest 
from BTO would be about £100.  Carol asked the board if they 
wanted to go ahead with this and they agreed to do so.  Max asked 
where the money would come from to purchase the house, Jayne 
said that the Land Trust would be a potential source of funding and 
that she would look into this and email the board by the weekend. 

 
  

 
Summary Of 
Discussion Ian was voted as full director and will take over the Treasurers role from Pat. 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 
Update Companies House records with the 
above changes Liz ASAP 

Put energy discussion items to Brian Debs  
Look into the Land Trust re potential 
funding and email the directors. Jayne 23/02/13 



 
The meeting closed at:  22.00 
 
Date of next meeting: 20th March 2013   
 
Written by:    Liz Davidson 
     Minute Secretary 
 
 
Proposed for adoption by:     Seconded by: 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed 
(Chair)  


